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Benedict Gross (University of California, San Diegy)

Title: On the conjectures of Gan, Gross, and Prasad

Abstract: This is a talk aimed at a general mathematical audience, in which I hope to explain the 
conjectures we made, some over twenty-five years ago. These conjectures translate central 
questions in modern number theory, such as the determination of local epsilon factors and the 
special values of L-functions, into central questions in representation theory, such as the restriction 
of irreducible representations of classical groups and the periods of automorphic forms. I will 
motivate these conjectures with some results on the representations of compact Lie groups, then 
review the relevant number theory, and then discuss the Langlands correspondence (which makes 
the translation possible). I will review the progress that has been made on these conjectures over the
past ten years, and end with an arithmetic conjecture in the same style, which generalizes the 
formula I found with Zagier.

Alex Lubotzky (Hebrew University of Jerusalem)

Title: First order rigidity of high-rank arithmetic groups

Abstract: The family of high rank arithmetic groups is a class of groups playing an important role in
various areas of mathematics. It includes SL(n,Z), for n>2 , SL(n, Z[1/p] ) for n>1, their finite index
subgroups and many more.

A number of remarkable results about them have been proven including; Weil local rigidity, 
Mostow strong rigidity, Margulis Super rigidity and the Schwartz-Eskin-Farb Quasi-isometric 
rigidity.

We will add a new type of rigidity: "first order rigidity". Namely if D is such a non-uniform 
characteristic zero arithmetic group and L a finitely generated group which is elementary equivalent
to it then L is isomorphic to D.

This stands in contrast with Zlil Sela's remarkable work which implies that the free groups, surface 
groups and hyperbolic groups (many of which are low-rank arithmetic groups) have many non 
isomorphic finitely generated groups which are elementary equivalent to them.

Joint work with Nir Avni and Chen Meiri (Invent. Math. 217 (219-240) 2019).

Geordie Williamson (University of Sydney)

Title: Challenges in modular representation theory

Abstract: This will be a broad survey talk on interactions between geometry and representation 
theory, with a focus on representations in positive characteristic ("modular representation theory”). I
will outline several basic questions (e.g. for modular representations of the symmetric group) which



appear very difficult, and have resisted direct algebraic approaches for over a hundred years. Over 
the last two decades, a new approach has emerged via geometric representation theory. It turns out 
that subtle questions concerning torsion in cohomology control these problems, and this allows 
some progress to be made. Many open questions remain, but at this point there can be no doubt that 
a fascinating and deep theory awaits us.


